CLIENT CASE STUDY

Speed and Security Needs of Spectrum
Concessions Met with Appetize

For more than 25 years, Spectrum has provided the highest
level of hospitality and management for leading music festivals,
concerts, golf tournaments, and venues across the country.

Building Trust
When Spectrum’s’ cash-only systems were disrupted by credit cards and wristband technology,
they knew their concessions needed a new point of sale solution that not only they could trust, but
their clients could trust.
Until 2013, Spectrum, like many other concessionaires, did not use a point of sale system to run
major events for the PGA Tour and music festivals such as Bonnaroo and Governors Ball.

“We have evaluated Revel, Bypass, Square, and many others.
We always have and will continue to choose Appetize. It’s easyto-use, built better on the backend, and it just works.”
- Derek Mills, Chief Financial Officer, Spectrum Concessions

But as the shift to credit cards and wristbands became the norm, Derek Mills, Chief Financial
Officer at Spectrum, and his team knew something had to change.
“We felt that we needed to be one of the first to introduce a point of sale system that was fast and
easy to use in the outdoor events world, said Mills.
For Spectrum, the window to generate revenue is tight so they needed a point of sale system that
could quickly and easily generate sales. In addition, Spectrum no longer saw the benefit of utilizing
a terminal that couldn’t be shipped from location to location or had spotty service with no offline
mode.
And so they began their search for a cloud-based, tablet/mobile interface system to fit each of
their venues’ needs.
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Meeting Customer Demand
After looking at different solutions, their search ultimately drove them to Appetize. “We evaluated
many different providers but we always came back to Appetize,” said Mills. “It’s beyond easy for our
volunteers to use, and the nerdy technical side of it just works better.”
This solution enabled Spectrum to leverage the familiarity of this iOS platform by turning devices, like
the any version iPad, into fully functional POS operators. Appetize’s auto-offline mode provided the
ability to operations to continue, even when the event was in a location with limited service.
RFID and NFC payment options provided Spectrum the ability to easily accept contactless payments in
addition to credit card and cash.

“Since we implemented Appetize, more than 75% of our sales are either credit card
or wristband payments. Over the past four years, we’ve seen a dramatic shift to
cashless payments and Appetize has ensured we meet our customers demand.”
- Derek Mills, Chief Financial Officer, Spectrum Concessions

Never Miss a Show or Game-Winning Play Again
With Appetize, Spectrum has seen an increase in revenue, from average ticket order sizes to sales within
the venue. They also cut labor costs and time on volunteer trainings with the products’ ease of use
and menu-driven interface. When compared with other solutions, the speed and security of Appetize
software met perfectly with Spectrum’s’ needs.
“Appetize had the right product at the perfect time. When this whole outdoor, cloud-based point of
sale need came about, Appetize was there, said Mills. “What we saw years ago is now the standard for
festivals and venues.”
Spectrum has always prided themselves on appeasing to the highest standard for their customers.
With Appetize, they give guests the best experience by cutting waiting times and making transactions
effortless so they never miss a show or game-winning play. Implementing Appetize point of sale
solutions provides seamlessness at every Spectrum event.

75%
Of Total Sales are Cashless Payments
*Since Implementing Appteize
Appetize is a modern Point of Sale, inventory and analytics platform transforming how enterprises manage and process guest
transactions. With an omni-channel approach, Appetize makes front of house transactions more intuitive through fixed, self-serve
and handheld form factors, while providing robust kitchen and back office tools. Appetize is trusted by some of the largest and
highest volume businesses in the world, including sports and entertainment properties, education campuses, theme parks, travel
and leisure sites, and national chain brands.
For more information, please visit appetize.com.
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